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                    ITALIAN CASE STUDY 

 
How emotional education tools have supported us in managing conflicts played in 

the school context 
 

 
1. The history of the case:  

 
During the second year of the project, we have organized a workshop for Italian 
students in order to “transfer” the French approach on the use of multimedia for 

social cohesion. 
We decided to involve both pupils of I.S.I.S.”De Sanctis” and Liceo Scientifico 

“Calamandrei”, our local partners. 
It was the first time they meet each other because we were carrying out, in each 
school, a different education path in accordance with the specific demands of 

each context. 
In fact within “De Sanctis” we have involved the students of the commercial-
technical Course, while students of “Calamandrei” attend the scientific High 

school: their curricula are very different.   
Overall the teachers were worried about possibilities that the students from “De 

Sanctis” felt uneasy because of the supposed “higher theoretical knowledge” of 
the students from “Calamandrei”. 
On the other hand, since the “De Sanctis” is a school settled in the centre of the 

city, while the “Calamandrei” is a school settled in the suburbs, another reason of 
difficulty might have been this difference that in a big city as Napoli is important 

for the identification of teen-agers. 
 

2.  Intervention and drawn results : 

 
In order to create an atmosphere of cooperation and to overcome students‟ 
distrusts, Silvana Giannotta, Aracne‟s member and expert of non-violence 

training, has proposed an experiential activity: the game “The 4 Attitudes”. 
Meanwhile pupils presented each other, saying their names and what they love, 

we have attached 4 posters to the corners of the room; each poster had its 
inscription:  
“I Avoid It”- “I Change My Position”- “I Look For A Mediation”- “I Clash”. 

Then we asked everyone to go below the poster that better expressed the position 
he/she usually takes during a situation of conflict; each group below each poster 
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discussed on the advantages and disadvantages of the chosen position and wrote 
an outline of the discussion; each group chose a spokesperson who explained to  

others the position of the group; those who wanted to add advantages and 
disadvantages of a position different from theirs, wrote  their sentences on the 

chosen posters; those who wanted to change their position, went below the 
chosen poster. At the and we had a shared discussion: each one gave his/her 
opinion on what has been expressed by others. 

During this activity the interaction among pupils emerged spontaneously, they 
better knew each other, exchanging opinions and developing a cooperative and 

collaborative atmosphere; they overcame their attitudes of defense, rethinking 
their  opinions and emotions; they recognized their abilities in acting conflicts in 
different ways. At the end of the game pupils had created a Group, able to respect 

everyone‟s contribution and to interact with differences. 
 
 

3. How do you have analysed the situation and chosen the means fitting 
that specific situation? 

 
According to the method of non-violence, the conflict isn‟t a negative element in 
itself, it becomes negative when it‟s associated with aggressive and violent acts; 

on the contrary it„s an integral part of relationships, which may occur in different 
forms: denying it means not to recognize its existence and, therefore, not be able 
to face and transform it. 

The first day of the workshop, we immediately realized that teachers and pupils 
felts uneasy, they didn‟t know each other; each school group looked at the other 

one with suspicion. The problem was that every group was waiting for aggressive 
behaviours of the other one and, for this reason, each group has an unfriendly 
attitude toward the other group. 

There were all the condition in order to obtain a conflict perfectly based on 
prejudgments! 

We had considered it as a resource, in fact the conscious elaboration of the 
situation would have created conditions for overcoming the antagonisms, 
generates enrichment, flexibility, adaptability, innovation. In order to achieve this 

objective, Silvana  Giannotta has chosen the means focused on group and its 
valorisation: the group is considered as a complex and open system, created by 
the interaction among all its members, none is more important and determinant  

than others, the power of the group consists in its cohesion, the possibility of 
interactions among its various components. 
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According to this perspective methodology which better fitted our specific 
situation was the experiential one. During the workshop we tried to use the 

energy and imagination resulting from the contribution of each participant in 
order to identify and try new ways of expression, to share experiences, to 

renegotiate and act “getting in game”. We‟ll use the game in order to accompany 
students to overcome their defences and distrusts, to valorise their emotions and 
opinions, to enhance differences. 

The aims was to give students a flexible means in order to test practically the 
experiences of cooperation, social involvement and non destructive solution of 

conflicts.  
 
 

4. How  “The arts of difference” has supported you to improve the 
effectiveness of your intervention? 

We have chosen this example as case study because it shows perfectly the 

background “the arts of difference” arises from. Social conflicts very often are 
based on prejudgments, on the idea I have of the Other and on the idea I image 

the Other has of me. 
Normally we act following our idea of reality. If we thing that a person is an 
enemy, we will have a conflict and aggressive attitudes toward him/her; thus, 

since this person will feel attacked, he/she will answer us in the same way. This 
way the conflict will start, then aggressive and/or violent behaviors will come. 
 

The mean idea of the project was to test methodologies and tools in order to 
prevent conflict and aggressive attitudes and aggressive and/or violent behaviors 

through the improving of awareness of one‟s own mechanisms related to the 
rising of anger. 
The main emotion to face is fear. The path we have carried out has been 

addressed to learn how to accept (and sometimes welcome ) one‟s own fear.  
In this situation we have improved the self-confidence of each participant using 

the relation with the Other. 
Constructing groups that share the same opinion is the first step in order to show 
physically that  

1) people from “school groups” are not exactly the same: everyone has his/her 
own approach and attitudes.  

2) In each “school groups” there are people that share approach and attitudes 

with persons of the other “school group”. 
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In each “opinion groups” the debate supported students to develop a deeper 
awareness of his/her opinion and give to each of them chance to listen to his/her 

peers in the group, appreciating their contribution with no attention to the school 
of provenience.  

 
The meta-communication about the approach to conflict among the different 
groups is an opportunity to reflect all together about one‟s own fears and 

difficulties, with two results: 
1) overcome the cultural difficulty to speak about personal fears we have; 

2) recognize the Other as peer because she/he has the same fears and the 
same difficulties in the relationship I have. 

 


